**IMPACT 2017 by the numbers**

- **16** international countries served
- **43** states served
- **36** families share our home. We can provide care 24 hrs a day, 7 days a week.
- **1,237** families that have come through our doors in the past year.
- **8.5 Nights** The average length of a stay.
- **There is only one Ronald McDonald House in the state of Maryland.**
- **100%** of our annual operating budget is raised locally.
- **35 years** our doors have been open
- **37,000 families** since our opening in 1982.
- **15,000+** volunteer hours donated
- **365** days a year.

**Millions of smiles**

Hospitals we partner with to provide compassionate care:
- Johns Hopkins Hospital
- Hopkins-Bayview
- University of Maryland Medical Center
- Kennedy Krieger Institute
- The Rubin Institute at Sinai
- R Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center
- Mt. Washington Pediatric Hospital
- Sheppard Pratt
- Union Memorial

**2017 Board of Directors**

- **Chair**
  - Melissa Nigro

- **Immediate Past Chair**
  - Kristy Eriksson
  - Miles & Stockbridge P.C.

- **Vice Chair/Chair Elect**
  - Tim O’Donals
  - Harbor East Management Group, LLC

- **Co-Chair, Campaign**
  - Chuck Langmead
  - McCormick & Co., Inc. (Retired)

- **Co-Chair, Campaign**
  - Bli Paterakis
  - Northeast Foods

- **Treasurer**
  - Rick Smith
  - Gary R. Bazel & Associates, PA

- **Secretary**
  - Dr. Vanessa Paterakis Smith
  - Hamburg Co-Chair

- **Chair, Investments**
  - Marty Domres
  - Morgan Stanley Wealth Management

- **Exec. Member at Large**
  - Elisa Mintz Delia, MSW, MA
  - Kennedy Krieger Institute

- **Exec. Member at Large**
  - Stacey Ulrich
  - UNDER ARMOUR®

- **Exec. Member at Large**
  - Tom Hayden
  - McDonald’s Owner Operator

- **Red Shoe Crew President**
  - Kathleen Bands
  - My Cleaning Service, Inc.

- **Tina Baxter**
  - Women’s Committee Chair

- **Beth Bounds**
  - Johns Hopkins Children’s Center

- **Jim Bower**
  - McDonald’s Owner Operator

- **Amy Calvert**
  - Visit Baltimore

- **Randy Carper**
  - McCormick & Co., Inc. (Retired)

- **Dr. Steven Czinn**
  - UMMC-Chair, Dept. of Pediatrics

- **Melissa Delaney**
  - Legg Mason

- **Robert Ferguson**
  - Strategic Consulting, Inc.

- **Niles R. Ford, PhD**
  - Chief, Baltimore City Fire Department

- **Christopher Mann**
  - McDonald’s Owner Operator

- **Kyle R. Miller**
  - Ernst & Young LLP

- **Anita Nucci**
  - Founding Member

- **Tamil A. Oliver**
  - BGE Home

- **Deborah R. Rykin**
  - CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield

- **Beth Rosewood**
  - RBC Wealth Management

- **Adam E. Shavely**
  - The Puleo and Kent Corporation

- **Sandy Pagnotti**
  - Ronald McDonald House Charities

Baltimore
Message from Sandy

Wow... what a year! In 2017 we celebrated the 35th Anniversary of the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore AND we broke ground on our new House. Two major milestones: one that celebrates the past, and one that shapes our future.

35 is where we've been, 581 is the number that guides our future, because 581 is the number of families we had to turn away last year due to a lack of space. While our mission has remained constant these past 35 years, the need for our House continues to surge. Our new House is now well underway and we look forward to a day in the near future when we always have room and we never have to turn away a family in crisis and need. Check out the pages in this newsletter dedicated to our progress. Better yet, drive by the construction site on Fayette & Asquith Street and see the building coming to life.

- 35 years
- 50,000 families...
- Countless acts of love, hope, kindness and generosity
- One Community

This annual magazine is our way of celebrating, remembering, honoring and appreciating everyone who has helped us this year. 2017 has been a big year for RMHC Baltimore! And 2018 is looking to be just as exciting. We're looking forward to another year of love, respite, compassion and love for the families that will come through our doors.

Thank you All, for All you do for us.

Sandy Pagnotti
President & CEO
RMHC Baltimore

Our Team
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RMHCB Staff at our 3rd Annual HamburGaia

RMHC Baltimore Staff at the 2017 Red Shoe Shuffle
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200 golfers and over 100 sponsors raised $465k

August is all about golf at the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore! August 21, 2017 was a day that included a natural wonder and wonderful support for the “House that Love Built.” On a day that included a solar eclipse, 200 golfers and over 100 sponsors raised $465k in support of Maryland’s one & only Ronald McDonald House. THANK YOU to Bill Paterakis and Chantelle Keating (Northeast Foods), who are always at the top of our leaderboard! Their leadership and support is the key to the success of our two-day golf event. A big thank you to the golf committee, volunteers, sponsors and golfers who rallied in support of the children and families of RMHC Baltimore. The RMH/Deborah Paterakis Golf Classic was, once again, a terrific day and successful event!

Thank you to the lovely Kira Paterakis for being our fabulous MC for the day! You were fantastic!

Congratulations to Tammy Bentley winner of the 4th annual Helicopter Golf Ball Drop. A big shout out to Anita Nucci (pictured center). RMHC Baltimore board member and golf committee member, who continues to be a major champion of the golf ball drop raffle sales!

Congratulations to Our Winners!

1st place Team Champions: Pete Chiappa, David Horowitz, Jerry King, Neal Sintek

2nd place: Bobby Heilferich, Matt Horton, Bill Ruhl, Sally Weik

3rd place: Don Campbell, Don Lynott, Tom Lynott, Adam Snavely
Hats off to the 2017 Golf Committee!
Adam Paterakis, Anita Nucci, Brenda Brown, Buzz Hiken, Bill Paterakis, Chantelle Keating, Chris Mann, Debbie Hood, Lauren Olean, Rod Mann, Sandy Pagnotti, Skip Tendall and Vanessa Paterakis Smith

Many thanks to this year’s Sponsors!

PRESENTING SPONSORS

TITLE SPONSOR
Bundy Baking Solutions

PLATINUM SPONSORS
- AM King Construction • Ardent Mills
- Corbion • McCormick & Company, Inc.
- McDonald’s Family Restaurants of Greater Baltimore • Miller Milling Company
- Morgan Stanley • Penske Truck Leasing
- Red Star Yeast Company, LLC
- Ryder Transportation
- Suntrust Foundation • The Poole and Kent Corp. • The Whiting-Turner Contracting Company • Thomas G. Tzomides, DDS • Tito’s Handmade Vodka

To our Golf, Meal, Golf Ball Drop, Hole, Ad & Supporting sponsors not listed in this publication, please receive our thanks for your ongoing support, friendship and partnership.

Visit rmhc.baltimore.org/golf to view a full list of 2017 golf sponsors.
Happiest Sunday of the Year in Baltimore!
$375,000 raised, 2,600 participants and over 200 volunteers!

What started out as an idea for a fundraiser a few years ago has evolved into a Celebration of Community and Love like no other in town. That’s what community is... everyone doing what they can, when they can, to carry each other through. On behalf of the families and children of RMHCB, we appreciate every dollar raised, every volunteer hour given, every early morning alarm clock set, every step shuffled, and every ounce of love, laughter and support shown to our kids and families. THANK YOU for keeping tradition alive and helping to make Shuffle Sunday the happiest day of the year in Baltimore!

Congratulations to our Winning Runners!

Tyler Muse – 1st place Male Shuffle Winner
Tyler Muse, top finisher Red Shoe Shuffle 5 out of 6 years! Tyler is an amazing “sole” on and off the course. He runs with lots of heart and love for family & RMHC Baltimore.

Allison Midei – 1st place Female Shuffle Winner

Congratulations to our 2017 Fundraising Challenge Winners!

Biggest Team
1) Shocks Rocks  2) CRC Best Wellness  3) McTante

Most Money Raised by a Team
1) Team Northwest  2) My Clean Team  3) SMILES FOR MILES

Most Money Raised by an Individual
1) Jim Roark  2) Kathleen Bands  3) Don Mann

Lace up for Love for our Lucky 7!
7th Annual Red Shoe Shuffle • Sunday, April 8, 2018!

Join us for our last year on the current course!
For more information visit: https://rmhcabaltimore.org/red-shoe-shuffle/
Thanks to our Shuffle Sponsors!

RONALD’S SHOE SPONSORS
McDonald’s
Northeast Foods
The Jerry and Brenda Rush Family Foundation
Under Armour

RED HIGH HEEL SPONSORS
BGE
Epic Brands
Harbor East Management Company
Kahlert Foundation
NFM Lending
The Poole & Kent Corporation
The Rosenwald Team at RBC
Wealth Management

Visit www.redsheshuffle.org to view a full list of 2017 Red Shoe Shuffle Sponsors.

RED BOOT SPONSORS
Baltimore Ravens
ClearView Group
Evolve Consulting
Hirsch Electric, LLC
Hood & Hodges, P.A.
Legg Mason
McCormick & Company, Inc.
Maryland Proton Treatment Center
My Cleaning Service
Thompson Creek Window Company
Ward-Boland Associates

RED SNEAKER SPONSORS
Altus Group
COPT
Davis Ellen
Ernst & Young

Far Corner Logistics
First Potomac Realty Trust
Main Street Children’s Dentistry & Orthodontics
Maryland Lottery and Gaming Control Agency
Medifast
Octapharma Plasma, Inc.
The Lingenfelter Team

IN-KIND SPONSORS
CBS Radio
Coca Cola
Cockey’s Enterprises
Five Star Entertainment - DJ Brandon Pettit
Giant Food
Holiday Inn Express

To our Flip Flop & supporting sponsors not listed in this publication, please receive our thanks for your ongoing support, friendship and partnership.
A very big thank you to Nancy Grasmick for matching $150,000 during our Group Give this year.

HamburGala
Building the Dream
November 3, 2017 - Baltimore Marriott Waterfront

A special thank you to all of our sponsors!

Presenting Sponsor
• The Whiting-Turner Contracting Company

Courage Sponsors
• Constellation, An Exelon Company • Northeast Foods

Strength Sponsors
• Consolidated Waterproofing Contractors, Inc. • DEL Electric
• Harbor East Management Group • Iacoboni Site Specialists, Inc.
• Joan Hood Jones • McDonald’s Eastern Shore Co-Op
• McDonald’s Greater Baltimore Co-Op
• Miller, Long & Arnold Concrete Construction • Morris & Ritchie Associates, Inc.

Hope Sponsors
• Arnold Developer Associates, Inc. • Atlas Restaurant Group • BGE Home
• CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield • Chesapeake Specialty Products, Inc. • Dr. Pepper
• Ellin & Tucker • Ernst & Young • Ferguson HVAC • Lyon Conklin • Inovalon • JLL
• Johns Hopkins Medicine • Kelly & Associates Insurance Group/ KELLY Payroll (KELLY)
• Kennedy Krieger Institute • Mariner Distribution • Merritt Properties
• Miles & Stockbridge P.C. • NFM Lending • Penske Truck Leasing
• Ron Howard & Associates of Re/Max Preferred • Residential Title & Escrow
• Ryder System, Inc. • SC&H Group • Vanessa and Fred Smith • SunTrust Bank
• The Bozzuto Group • The Herman & Walter Samuelson Children’s Hospital at Sinai
• The Poole & Kent Corporation • University of Maryland Medical Center
• University of Maryland, Baltimore

Signature Cocktail and Vodka Sponsor
Tito’s Handmade Vodka

Wine Sponsor
Constantine Wines

In-Kind
• Alban CAT • Flowers & Fancies • Hennessy • Moët & Chandon • PMI • Q Drinks
• Schmidt Baking Company • The Martin-Brewer Company • Towne Park
We would like to send a special shout out to our amazing and hardworking Hamburgala Committee and Chairs who put their hearts into this event all year long to make it such a success! And of course a special shout-out to our auctioneer-extraordinaire – Gerry Sandusky!

HAMBURGALA CHAIRS
Jennifer Mann and Vanessa Paterakis Smith
EVENT CO-CHAIRS
Kim Meagher
DECOR CHAIR
Amy Goldberg & Robin Smith
AUCTION CO-CHAIRS

HAMBURGALA COMMITTEE
Amanda Gister
Bennett Cummings
Cathy James
Debbie Hood
Deborah Rivkin
Desiree Pilachowski
Emily Picaro
Fran Acte
Irene Pysner
Jennifer Fichter
Jennifer Litchman
Jodi Clary
Joyce Lynagh
Judy Cohen
Kathleen Bands
Laura Sanchez
Lauren Olean
Lee Ann Sandusky
Leslie Landsman
Linda House
Mari Verrecchia DeLonde
Mariane Schiech
Mary Lingenfelter
Melinda Spedden
Melissa Negro
Mia Breheny
Rebecca Taylor
Sam Miller
Sandy Pagnotti
Shirley Harden
Stacey Irngang
Sue Schaefer
Tina Baxter
Vicki Hess
In December, they made sure our families were ready for the holiday season with Santa’s Workshop. With lots of crafts, holiday music, and haircuts provided by Floyds Barbershop, our families were full of holiday spirit.

In April, the ladies hosted our 3rd Annual Homecoming Pasta Party for all RMHC Baltimore families past and present. Over 30 families from near and far reunited with each other to kick-off our Shuffle weekend! There were plenty of hugs and lots of pasta to go around.

In July, the ladies hosted a Knight at the Castle complete with a King, Prince, and Princess from Medieval Times! The creativity was not to be overlooked at this event, with crafts fit for lords and ladies, and a dragon themed photo booth.
It was another busy year for our Red Shoe Crew Young Professionals Group. Throughout the year, the RSC gathered to network, volunteer and fundraise for RMHC Baltimore. During their signature event, the Red Shoe Shuffle, Crew members came together to raise over $52,000 for RMHC Baltimore on their individual fundraising pages! Thank you, Red Shoe Crew members for constantly putting your HEART AND SOLES into the House.
Feeding the Soul, Fortifying the Spirit

365 days a year, volunteer groups from all over the state come to our house to help us. From deep cleaning our kitchens to cooking meals, hosting activity hours and much more. We wish we could capture you all and hope you check out our Facebook page regularly as we highlight our amazing volunteers every week.

A special shout out to the Hunt Valley Wegmans for catering our Volunteer Appreciation Party! Sending lots of love and thanks your way!
Thank you Nancy Sword and Lou Pribyl!

For 22 years, these two pals have served breakfast to our families every Tuesday morning. We are so grateful for your love, support and culinary skills!
Our McDonald’s Partners in Action Throughout the Year

From the moment we opened RMHC Baltimore in 1982, the entire McDonald’s family of owner/operators, suppliers, employees, and customers has helped us support families with sick children, providing stability and vital resources.

McDonald’s generous support extends from monetary contributions and volunteerism, to cause related marketing promotions and the space to place RMHC Donation Boxes that raise substantial money to help support the annual operating costs of RMHC Baltimore.

Mark and Kim Furr with Stacy and Keith Zolman at our HamburGaia in November.

Mark Furr, the Hayden Brothers and Chris Mann having a good time at our Golf Classic.

Brad Hayden dressed in his holiday best & getting into the holiday spirit at RMHC in December.

Chris Mann & Priestly from Mix 106.5 getting participants ready to “Shuffle” at our annual 5K run/walk on April 3rd.

Tom & Jean Hayden catch up with Jerry Rush at our Volunteer Appreciation party in June.

We remember... It is with profound gratitude that we remember Gerry Gimelstob, a long time supporter of Baltimore’s Ronald McDonald House. Gerry’s first career was in basketball, where he coached as an assistant at Indiana University and then as the head coach at George Washington University. His second career started in 1990 when he became a McDonald’s owner/operator. He owned McDonald’s restaurants in the Annapolis area and on the Eastern Shore. Gerry and his wife, Sandy, have been tremendous supporters of the House for many years. They have provided consistent and generous financial support to RMHC Baltimore for the past two decades. We will remember Gerry Gimelstob for his compassion and dedication in making a difference in the lives of the families who stay at RMHC Baltimore. thank you Gerry, you will be missed by many.
A “Happy Meal” Thank You!

Every Happy Meal that was sold at all Eastern Shore McDonald’s Restaurants on Thursday, November 9th included a handwritten thank you card from a real family that has stayed at RMH-ICB.

“We appreciate the generosity of our customers and want to make sure they understand the local impact they are making year-round with each Happy Meal purchase.”

L to R - Mike Meoli, Local McDonald’s Owner/Operator and President of the Eastern Shore Co-Op with Tom Baxter

Day of Change

Baltimore City Mayor Catherine Pugh declaring October 11, 2017 as Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore Day. The proclamation at City Hall recognized the McDonald’s of Greater Baltimore fundraiser that donated 25% of all sales to RMHC Baltimore on this special day.

Your small change can change the lives of families with sick children...

Donation boxes are a significant fundraiser for RMHC Baltimore. These boxes are in over 170 McDonald’s Restaurants located throughout Greater Baltimore and on the Eastern Shore. Last year, nearly $300K was raised in donation boxes at participating restaurants.

DID YOU KNOW?

A full donation box can cover the cost of a family’s stay at RMHC Baltimore for up to 3 nights. Your support in change is powerful and meaningful.

Thank you McDonald’s & Customers for your Generous Support!
Miracle Baby – Melanie Samantha

Taken from an interview with Lilian Ponce

10 year old Lilly Ponce of Stamford, CT had been a competitive cheerleader for 6 years but decided to take a break this year because her mom, Lilian was pregnant. A few weeks into the season, they received a call from the coach that another girl had dropped out, and they would love to have Lilly back on the squad as they were preparing for some pretty big competitions in Boston, Baltimore and Disney World. Lilly agreed to become a cheerleader once again.

Mom, Lilian, was 26 weeks pregnant, so she wasn’t too worried about traveling to Baltimore. Until this point, she had a smooth pregnancy and she was only supposed to be in Baltimore for a weekend. When they arrived in Baltimore, Lilian enjoyed watching Lilly’s first day of competition, but by day two, she was experiencing stomach pains and visited University of Maryland Medical Center. The doctor told her that she had placental abruption, a dangerous condition that kept her in the hospital. 4 days later, on April 13, 2017, Melanie Samantha was born. Melanie arrived 14 weeks early, her original due date wasn’t until July 16th. She weighed 1 pound, 15 ounces, and was just 12 inches long.

Since Melanie was born prematurely, she would need to stay in the NICU until she was strong enough to go home. Lilian knew that she needed to find a place to stay near her baby, somewhere that she could be close enough to visit on a daily basis. The hotels in the area were going to be too expensive for an extended stay, plus the cost of meals and laundry would add up. She didn’t know what to do. Her friend told her about the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore, so she got in touch with her social worker and was able to get a room. She was nervous to leave her daughter at the hospital, but was relieved to have a place to rest.

When Lilian arrived at RMHC Baltimore, she was completely overcome with emotion. From the Guest Services Manager who greeted her when she walked through the front door, to all of the staff, volunteers and other families, she
was overwhelmed with how welcoming and supportive everyone was. She immediately knew that everything was going to be alright.

RMHC Baltimore quickly became Lilian’s home away from home, and the friends that she made here became family. Even after the roughest days, she knew she could come back to a shoulder to lean on, and someone to chat with over a home cooked meal. She learned that although it was tough, she was never alone on this journey. Everyone found a way to band together and give Lilian the hope that she never thought she could feel in her situation.

After 68 days in Baltimore, the doctor told Lilian that Melanie was ready to go home. Her eyes filled with tears, not because she was sad, but because she would miss all of the wonderful people she met along the way. Having a child in the hospital for two months was extremely difficult, but being able to stay at RMHC Baltimore was an experience that Lilian will remember for the rest of her life.

Back home in Connecticut, Melanie is doing well! Weighing in at 12.13 pounds, she is continuing to grow more every day. She continues to go to check-ups, and doctors are monitoring her lungs.

Big sister, Lilly loves having Melanie back home! After months of seeing her mom and Melanie over Facetime, she couldn’t have been more excited when they arrived home. Lilly has been an excellent helper, so much so that she
refused to go to summer camp because she didn’t want to leave Lilian and Melanie. She says she wants to make up for all the time they’ve been apart and spend that time with her baby sister!

Lilian was so grateful for all that RMHC Baltimore did for her that she wanted to give just a fraction back. There is a RMHC in Connecticut and she has rounded up a group of people to volunteer and make meals for the House. She knows how instrumental the volunteers were for her and Melanie and wants to be able to give that same feeling to other families!

Lilian had a blast in the photo booth with some of the team from RMHCB at our Volunteer Appreciation Party!

And by the way, her daughter Lilly’s squad won first place in the cheerleading competition that weekend.
Support RMHC Baltimore with a Tribute Gift
Honor family & friends... Remember special people & loved ones

Whether it’s a Birthday, Wedding, Anniversary, Graduation, Bar/Bat Mitzvah or “Just because,” tribute gifts are a wonderful way to add meaning to a special occasion. Honor or remember a friend or loved one while, at the same time, helping families at RMHC Baltimore. When you make a tribute gift to RMHC Baltimore, we will send a personalized message on your behalf recognizing your generosity and support.

Make a tribute gift online at www.rmhcbacltimore.org or by phone (410) 528-1010 x105. Tribute gifts are 100% tax-deductible.

Our Hearts Remember
Each year families come to us in search of hope and healing for their sick child. For most, miracles are found at our world class Baltimore hospitals. For some, the journey ends here. We remember them all and they remain a part of our history and our hearts forever.

Sarfo Kantanka Nana 21 years old
Londyn Manuel 8 months old
Robert (Robbie) Smith 18 years old
Keanan Richardson 14 years old
Maci Pentland 9 days old

www.rmhcbacltimore.org
A Year in the Life

Thank you to our friends at Giant for catering our Annual Holiday Open House with festive foods. This event always gives us a little extra holiday spirit!

Thank you to our amazing Board of Directors for their constant love and support of our families! They cooked up a delicious dinner this summer and everyone had a great time.

Riley takes care of our families all year long by making themed goodie bags and fun bracelets for our cubbies!

Thank you to Police, firefighters, ABC2 News and Pete O’Neal for stopping by RMHCB with lots of toys during the It’s Kindertime Toy Drive!

Thank you to Kay Jewelers for continuing to make an annual donation of these adorable bears! They get stuffed into cubbies for children to enjoy on Christmas Eve.

During the holiday season, the Baltimore City Fire Department delivered a very important fire safety lesson, showered our families with gifts, and let the children sit in the fire truck, blow the horn and squirt the hose! Thanks for showing our families the true meaning of a hero.

Thank you to everyone who donated Orioles tickets this year! Our families enjoyed many evenings cheering on the home team at the yard.

Thank you to our great friend Denise for throwing another spectacular Christmas in July for our families! It’s always extra special to get a Christmas surprise in the middle of the summertime.
Thank you to the Baltimore Ravens for donating a suite to our families to go to a game this year. It was a perfect afternoon for some football!

Thank you to the Paterakis Family for hosting their annual dinner in honor of their beloved wife, mother and sister, Deborah Paterakis. We look forward to this extravagant meal every year! And thank you to the Mirriran family for joining the Paterakis family to hand out gift cards to our families to make holiday shopping a little easier.

Maryland Farm Bureau’s candidates for Ms. Maryland Agriculture brought homemade pillows, soda tabs and of course MD State Fair tickets for our families to enjoy during their annual visit in August!

Thank you to Leslie and Jim who donated this fantastic fish statue in memory of their daughter Lori. It brings lots of smiles to our House on a daily basis!

We love the Ernst & Young (EY) CBS Counseling Family! Thanks for dropping off cozy fleece blankets and cubbie stuffers for our families.

Congratulations to Isaiah on becoming an Eagle Scout! His project was a pantry/gift card drive to organize/stock our free food and back-up pantries. You rock, Isaiah!

Abby had a blast using her princess wand to light up the Washington Monument in Mt. Vernon for the holiday season!

Thank you to the girls from Flowers for Powers for filling our RMHC moms with joy with homemade flower bouquets and corsages during the holiday season!
Host a fundraiser for RMHC Baltimore

Spirit of Community

Hosting an external fundraiser for RMHC Baltimore is a wonderful way to support us. It allows you to be creative and part of a rewarding experience that gives back to children and families that need our support at a crucial time in their lives.

For more information, contact Lauren Olean, at lkohr@rmhcbaltimore.org or 410.528.1010 x114 or visit www.rmhcbaltimore.org/events/host-an-event/

Fun Ideas for Groups & Individuals

- DRESS DOWN DAY
- GOLF TOURNAMENT
- SILENT AUCTION
- COOKING CONTEST
- DANCE-A-THON
- HOMERUN DERBY
- BAKE SALE
- FUN RUN AND/OR WALK
- HAPPY HOUR
- WINE TASTING
- CAR WASH
- BASKET BINGO

Thanks to our friends at NFM for their generous holiday donation!

Shout out to Northwest Middle School in Taneytown! They raised money for our House at their dance-a-thon. Those kids have some serious dance moves!

Thank you to our friends at Shear Genius Salon! They hosted a fundraiser at Della Rose’s to raise money for RMH-CK! It was a fun night had by all!

The Ridgely Lions Club hosted the 38th Annual Strawberry Festival at Martin Sutton Memorial Park in Ridgely, MD. To kickoff the festival, the club hosted the Strawberry Chase 5k Fun Run and walk to benefit the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore. Our very own RMH-CK child, Ethan, even got to sound the starting horn!

Thank you to Zac McDaniels and our friends at PHILANTHROPIK for hosting another successful fundraiser and toy drive for RMH-CK! These wonderful people highlight the need and their network of friends and business partners come out to donate a plethora of toys and holiday cheer.

Thank you to the Moyer Team for hosting another successful night at the ballpark to raise money for RMH-CK! They treated their clients to a baseball game in return for a donation to the RMH-CK.
The Institute of Real Estate Management (IREM) Maryland Chapter Number 16 hosted a charity golf tournament this summer, and RMHCB was one of the charity partners for the second year in a row. Thanks for golfing for the kids!

Thank you to these amazing Allstate Agents for hosting a delicious breakfast for our families, and presenting us with a grant while they were here!

Thank you to Davita for coming to RMHCB for a bake shop to make delicious treats for our families and surprising us with a check. You made our day.

This year the Constellation Senior Players Championship was held at the beautiful Caves Valley Golf Club and RMHCB was selected as one of the very lucky Charity Partners! Sending a special thanks to our friends at the PGA and Constellation for allowing us to be a part of such a wonderful event.

Thank you to Alex & Ani in the Towson Town Center for hosting not one, but TWO fundraisers for us this year! Red Sho Crew member, Nicole and her daughter Kara had a blast being our RMHCB Ambassadors for both events.

Our good friends Stefanie and John opened up a Blacklight Mini Golf and Arcade in Bel Air this fall called Jurassic Golf! Customers who make a $1 donation to RMHCB will receive 25 coupons for prizes! Thank you to Stefanie and John for your constant support.

Thank you to Trinity Lutheran Church in Reisterstown for donating a portion of the proceeds from their Christmas Bazaar to help RMHCB purchase a brand new washer and dryer!

Thank you to all of the amazing schools and community groups who collected tabs for our families this past year! The money raised from our tab program is used towards gas for our shuttle to take our families to and from the hospitals.

Thank you to The Diversity Club at Cranberry Station Elementary for collecting coins and tabs for RMHCB!
Give the Gift of TOGETHERNESS

Help RMHC Baltimore with a Gift to the Annual Fund

Support for the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore Annual Fund provides the sustainable revenue that pays for the day-to-day operation of our House. Gifts to the Annual Fund provide vital resources that help keep families together. RMHC is an independent 501(c)(3) charity responsible for raising our annual operating budget. Every gift to the Annual Fund is a gift to help a family and much more.

Please Make a Gift to the Annual Fund Today. You can donate online at www.rmhcbaltimore.org/donate to set up a recurring gift. Or for more information and ways to support the Annual Fund, please contact Debbie Hood, Vice President, at 410.528.1010 x105 or dhood@rmhcbaltimore.org.

Your Gift to the RMHC Baltimore Annual Fund is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. Please give as generously as you can. Thank you!

The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, Inc.

The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation continues to be a lead Caring Partner in a momentous demonstration of support for our mission. We are grateful for the tremendous impact the Foundation gift makes every year.

"We have been blessed with healthy children and grandchildren and we always thought that if anything ever happened to them, we would want a place like the RMHC to help get the family through. The RMH is a happy, loving, caring, joyful place for families to be families under the most difficult of circumstances and we are very proud and honored to be able to give back."

Cindy & Mike Charvat have been supporters of the Annual Fund since 2008. They are also members of the Annual Giving Society.

The Annual Giving Society

Gifts to RMHC Baltimore, of $1k or more, are recognized in the Annual Giving Society. Your generous support will help RMHC Baltimore to continue to fulfill its mission of giving hope, strength, joy and courage to thousands of families. We are grateful for all of the support received from foundations, corporations, community groups and individual donors.

Each of the primary hospitals we serve supports the RMHC Annual Giving Society. As a direct recipient of our resources, the hospitals acknowledge the circle we share and our need for their sustainable support. Together we support the health and well-being of thousands of children.
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation • McDonald’s • Northeast Foods

The Kenneth S. Battye Charitable Trust • The Jerry and Brenda Rush Family Foundation • Under Armour, Inc. • Estate of Jacquelyn Allein Creswell

• Tina & Tom Baxter • The Carey Family Foundation • Constellation, an Exelon Company • Marty Domres • Barbara & Bob Houck • Kahler Foundation • Chuck & Mary Lisa Langmead • Diane & David Miller in honor of Lindsey Joelle Miller • Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mirmiran • Nextgen Foundation Charitable Trust • Melissa & Joe Nigro • The Olivier Family • Kira, Jonathon, Adam & Bill Paterakis • Vanessa & Fred Smith and Family

AAI Corporation
Fran & Sergio Acola
Dorothy Acker
The Frank and Sunny Adams Family Foundation
James Alban
Allstate Foundation
Alps Management Inc.
America’s Charities Distribution Account
ARINC Incorporated
Associated Italian American Charities of MD, Inc.
Deb & Bob Baidauf
Cynthia Ballard
Yarb Ballard
Kathleen Bande
Bank of America
Kassie, John & Jack Barnes
Bayer Construction Co., Inc.
Beatty Harvey Coco Architects
Jennifer & Richard Berman Family
Jeanne and Michael Biemer
Susan and Morris Bloom
Board of Education of Carroll County
Jim Bower
Robert B. Byrnes
Capital One Services LLC
Randy & Theresa Carper
Mike & Cindy Charvat and Family
The Christmas Project, Inc.
Cockeysville Fall Festival/Gebhardt Properties, Inc.
Constantinides Family Foundation
Richard Conner
Cuts, Inc.
Dr. Steven Czinn
Davis Family Fund
Davis-Tailor Foundation
DaVita/City Lights Divisional Office
Carmen & Victoria Deyesu Family Fdn
Mary Deyesu
The Julius and Blanche Dister Foundation, Inc.
The Dioguardo Family
The Dowdle Family
Amy & Larry Duke
Eastern Glass & Glazing
Joe Ehmann
Employment Background Investigations, Inc.
Kristy Eriksson and Brett Morrison
The Ferguson Family
Fidelity Charitable
Gannett National Shared Service Ctr.
Justin Gerberaux
The Gimeistob Family
The Estate of Elizabeth Gombka
Gwendolyn Core
Great Cncl of MD Improved Order of Red Men
Ralph & Monica Gregory in honor of Ryan James Gregory
Ina & Gregory Handlin
Bobette & Jerrold Harris
The Grill at Harryman House
The Hayden Family
Hilton Baltimore
Hinish Orchard, LLC
Hirsch Electric, LLC
Alison and Ralph Ho
Vicki & Greg Hodges
Jeffrey Howard
The Institute of Real Estate Mgmt, Chapter 16
Inovalon
Bryan Johnson
Marlie D.V. Johnson
Robert Kemmery
Elizabeth Kraf
Gienn Kikuchi
La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries
Meghan & A.J. Leimenstoll
Kathy Waters & Kurt Lewis in memory of Taylor Caldwell Horton
Lost Hogs, Inc.
Joan & Robert Lozinak
Jen, Chris, Davis & Tenley Mann
The Martin-Brower Company
Jen Benson/Max Tracks, LLC
Nancy & Jim McDonald
Donna & Kyle Miller
Esther Min
Annette & Angelo Montante
Morgan Stanley Foundation
Kathy & Gary Muller in memory of Liam Kelley

Michael Nagelin
Arvind Narasimhan
Steve & Carol Nevin
NFM, Inc.
Northwest Middlet School
Tim O’Donald
Tracy Orzechowski
Sandy Pagnotti
Providence State Bank
Ravens Roost #138
Lori Ridgely in honor of Andy Barger
Ridgely Lions Club
Rising Sun McDonald’s Monday Morning Bingo
Deborah R. Rivkin
Beth & Peter Rosenwald
Ktim & Jeff Ruark
Saint Demetrios Ladies Philoptochos
Karen & John Salmon
SC&H Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Kathleen & Irvin Schindler
The Schulerberg Foundation, Inc.
Six Flags America
Gina, Rick, Meredith & Braeden Smith
Rosalyn Smith
Julie & Adam Snively
Joe Stamper/AAC
SunTrust Foundation
Sweeney Family
T. Rowe Price Foundation
Akhtar Taheri in memory of Dr. Taheri
Brenda Taylor
Textron Charitable Trust in memory of Robert Spencer Smith
Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church
The Mayer Team of Re/Max
The Ullrich Family
The UPS Foundation
LaVerne Vance & Walter Vance, Jr.
The Verve Partnership
Wells Fargo Foundation
The Estate of Thomas V. Welsh
W.F. Wilson & Sons, Inc.
Cornelius Woodson, Sr.
The Zolman Family

Gifts of $1000 and above received between 11/1/16 and 10/31/17.
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Abacus
Joseph Aiello Family
American Addiction Centers
American Garment Co.
American Savings Bank
American Security
American Star Company
Amerisave
American Well Group
American Zing
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THANK YOU TO
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation!

We are excited to announce that the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore is the recipient of a $5 million grant from The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation! This incredible gift helped us to close the gap on the Our New House campaign so we could break ground this past spring on the new House.

“The magnitude of the Weinberg Foundation gift is overwhelming and transformative in every way. Because of this $5 million capital grant we can now bring this long dream to reality,” said Sandy Pagnotti, President and CEO of Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore. “Beyond our own bricks and mortar, we hope to be an anchor and a part of the positive future development in our new neighborhood. We are grateful for the Weinberg Foundation’s belief in our vision of a future that will allow us to help more families in crisis now, and for generations to follow. Our increased capacity will enable thousands of families access to the world-class pediatric medical care provided in Baltimore. We are proud to continue a legacy of love, compassion and community through this partnership.”
Sneak Peek!
Check out the inside of Our New House!

Guest Room

Play Room

Living Room

Thank you to our incredible Building Committee

Tim O’Donald
Building Committee Chair

Irene Knott
Mike Moran
Chris Konithafer
Gary Morningsstar
Isaac Andrews
Whiting Turner

Todd Harvey
Peter Duke

Beatty, Harvey and Coco Architects

Dave Buffington
Nicole Reedy
Morris & Ritchie Associates

Adam Snively
Poole & Kent

Dan Proctor
Dana Meyer
Tiffany Hartman
Kirk Designs

George Philippou
Scott Spencer
Harbor East Management

Dan Taylor
Gaylord Dutton
Baltimore Development Corporation

Sandy Pagnotti
Emily Picaro
Susan Salt
Ronald McDonald House

www.rmhcba.org
Timmy, age 13 from Ft. Meade, MD
RMHCB Guest for 66 days with Orion, RMHCB friend.
We are $2.5 million away, every dollar counts. Help us reach the finish line!

RMH Campaign Chair, Bill Paterakis scoping out the site

Check out this picture from October of the first floor being laid!

RMH Guest Jack at the New House Site Supervising construction

The double rainbow that graced us on the day the construction crane went up

The Big Hole
Letter from Campaign Chairs

2017 has been a transformational year at the Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore. After years of planning, in May we broke ground on our big dream, a new Ronald McDonald House for the State of Maryland.

As Campaign Co-Chairs & RMHCB President, we witness firsthand the constant and growing need for a larger, more accessible home for the families who need us. Baltimore’s reputation for highly specialized and effective pediatric care is a source of pride for our community, but it has also led to a dramatic increase in the need for the programs and services offered by Ronald McDonald House Charities Baltimore. Demand for services already dramatically outpaces the resources of our current house, leaving us with a daily waitlist that can be as high as 35 families a night. This is why we set such a bold and aspirational vision.

The new 60,000 square-foot Ronald McDonald House will double our current capacity and hopefully make the waitlist non-existent. We recently passed the $28.5M raised milestone on our way to the $31M needed. This is tremendous progress but we still need help to cross the finish line and finish the House by early 2019. Please visit rmhcbaltimore.org/ournewhouse to learn how you can help the Campaign for Our New House.

Construction is moving full steam ahead on Aisquith Street. We encourage you to drive by and take in the excitement of the building process. Look for the big crane and the “Hope has a New Address” banners lining Fayette & Aisquith Streets.

The Ronald McDonald House is known as The House that Love Built. For the next few years, that phrase has another layer of meaning because we will continue to need love and support to build this new house. Together, we can all leave the planet knowing we have done something that matters—built the vessel that will house love, compassion, respite, kindness, comfort, and care for thousands of families for generations to come.

With appreciation,

Bill Paterakis
Campaign Co-Chair & Former Chairman of the Board
Chuck Langmead
Campaign Co-Chair & Former Chairman of the Board
Sandy Pagnotti
RMH President & CEO

TIMELINE

Construction Starts
Spring 2017
Topped Out
Winter 2018
House Completed
Winter 2018/2019
Digging is Complete
Fall 2017
Fully Underroof
Spring 2018
First Families Move In
Spring 2019